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The accomplishment of any cross-disciplinary study depends heavily upon 
the co-operation of a nurr.ber of individuals. I especially wish to acknowledge 
the efforts of Mr. Eric Hales. who undertoo� the technical work of extracting 
and observino the pollen of these sedi�ent samples under mY supervision. His 
skill and efficiency were vital to co�pletion of the effort in the time 
available. The prior palynological l>I)rk at the site accor.1pllshed by �Irs. Jan­
nifer Gish was also crucial. as it provided a basis for establfshino expecta­
tions which were extremely important in the development of the project resear<:h 
design. 
Mrs. Elinor large and Dr. David lo!i1cox also deserve reCOQnition here. 
for they invariablj took time froM busy schedules to make consultation possible 
on significant issues of the provenience and dating of particular sa!11ples. �:y 




THE RESEARCH STRATEGY 
I'alynolooicill research on sedk.ent samples from Los HornoS was initiated 
in mid-October, 1979. Unlike traditional pollen studies, this effort was 
undertaken as one aspect of a pro�ram of research designed to miti�ate adverse 
effect u�on an archaeol ogical context deemed eligible for nomination to the 
tlational Register of Historic Properties. United States Federal law and regu­
lations demand that mitigation studies of the sort undertaken at Los Hornos 
recover inforn:<l.tion of irr.portance in prehistory. To ful fill 
this obligation, one of the problems addressed by the research strateoy of the 
pollen study was that of identifying infonnation of this sort. 
The structure of mitigation studies, unfortunately. happens to be innap­
propriate for the pursuit of archaeoloQical pollen analysis. Mitigation studies 
norn:ally are Initially planned for the resolution of particular archaeological 
problems, but are also designed to identify and explore issues and questions 
l�portant to prehistory which surface as excavation and subsequent analysis 
proceeds. The logistical structure of mitigation studies thus no��lly iden­
tifies at the outset major parameters of time, fundi no, research strategy and 
technology within which wor� will be constrained. Detailed loqistical parall'.eters 
are then set as seems most appropriate as the archeolo�ical work proceeds. 
Archaeological pollen analysis i s  defined (Schoen"'etter 1970) as the application 
of the technique of pollen ar,alysis to the resolution of archaeolo!lical problemS. 
When archaeological pollen analysis is undertaken as an aspect of a mitigation 
program, i t  is not an independent research endeavor. tiomally, it must be 
undertahn within constraints that have been imposed upon its c�pacity to func­
tion effectively by both broad and detailed logistical decisions alreadY imple­
mented during the course of archaeological field and l at:.oratory operation s .  
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There is no practical �Iay to obviate this state of affairs, for the sediment 
sar;ples to be examined cannot be obtained before excavation proceeds and fI'.ajor 
logistical constr�ints must be established before that. Similarly. detailed 
logistical decision-rraUng must occur as excavation and laboratory studies 
proceed. and the pollen analyst cannot delay their implementation. 
In the case of los Hornos, looistical para�eters set before the sareplas 
were collected which constrained the character of the pollen study were those 
o f  funding. extent and timing. A certain amount of ... .oney had been budgeted 
for pollen work, and more was not available. A schedule had been established 
which required the preliminary report of the results of the pollen study to be 
initiated. 
before all o f  the potentially available sedirr.ent sar.lples had been collected and 
before the results of hboratory studies of the archaeolooical materials as­
sociated lOith the sediment sar.lples were even well underway. 
Schedule and budget constraints dictated two detailed logistical pare-
meters. Assuming that approximately 20 percent of the sediment samples would 
provide insufficient pollen for analysis--an assuf'1ption justified by the prior 
e�perience of Gish (1978a, 1979a), Smith (191), Borher (1970, 1977) we.JcI'fl!er ""� j.loof,,_c"!k .. •
Schoenwetter" (19llO) "U977) at Hohol:am locati ons--and assumin(l that patterns of 
palynolO(lical data would be adequately evidenced by simple univariate statis­
tical tests or inspection, the research could involve analysis of no more than 
100 samples. The rcJ1i�tic probJbility was th�t 60-80 sa!r.,les would be �ctu�1Ty 
analyZed and reported upon. Further, research design h'ould be limited by the 
quality and character of the archaeolo(lical inforn.ation available at the time 
the pollen study lOas initiated. Essentially, we could only recognize problems 
o f  importance in prehistory on the basis of patterns of archaeological evidence 
available at the time the deciSion was rr.ade or. h'hich sediment samples h'Quld be 
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selected for analysis. Formal analysis of the spatial and stratigraphic rela­
tionships of archaeological features could not be accorrplished before sample 
selection was scheduled. Other sionificant patterns (e.g. the ceramical1y 
evidenced chronological relationships of features and deposits, or the func­
tional interpretations of features evidenced through assessment of associated 
artifact assemble�es and �rphology) had to be approxf��ted from the evidence 
of field observatfons. 
The research strategy adopted, then, had to be geared as much to the real-
ities of what could be accomplished as it was geared to the nature of problems 
that miClht be addressed. It was necessary to establish a standardized field 
strategy lnely to provide sediwent samples for a variety of possible subse-
quent concerns before the stratigraphy, sedir.entology or character and variety 
of cultural features encountered were knOl<oT1. It was necessary to make judge­
ments of sample selection at a time that was not most appropriate for problem 
fomulation. It was also necessary to choose between a research strategy 
which would maximize the number of samples to be investigated or one which 
would maximize the number of pollen observations made per productive s3l1:ple. 
The former strategy would provide opportunity to investioate a wider variety 
of problems. The latter would provide a more credible baSis for statistical 
analysis and would be required if multivariate statistical operations were 
necessary. !n addition, it was necessary to choose amongst problems irr:portant 
to the prehistory of Pohokam culture as a �eneral phenomenon of the salt and 
Gila River Basins, problems important to the prehistory of fIohokam culture 
as expressed at the site of Los Hornos, and problems ill1lortant to prehistory 
which dealt with the methodological significance of archaeolooical pollen ana­
lysis. 
The research strategy adopted was constructed in a series of phases; 
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sample collection, sa�ple selection, and analysis. The activities performed 
in each phase were designed to be related to the situation confronted, rather 
+0 
than an abstract standard. to provide as much flexibility as possible within 
, 
pre-established logistical constraints. In retrospect, the successes of the 
strategy devolve from its explicitness of objective and its flexibility. It's 
failures devolve from inaccurate assessments of the situation actually confronted. 
The sample collection phase of the strategy recognized the value of re-
covering many more sedirr.ent samples as excavation proceeded than could possibly 
be analyzed in this project. Broadly speakino, prior study of Hohokam sites 
indicated that the excavators were likely to observe only three sedimento­
logical units (calichlfied colluvi�, undifferentiated colluvium and plow­
disturbed colluvium), cultural features of relatively small size and a variety 
of functionS (pits, graves, cremation, middens), sub-lT1!,Inumental constructions 
{barrow pits, homos, trash mounds, houses} and, possibly, monumental construc-
tlons {pueblos, canals, platfonn lT1!,Iunds, ball courts}. Sarr.ple collection would 
e�phaslze recovery of sediments of different proveniences that were likely to 
contain dissilr.i1ar pollen spectra as a function of temporal, cultural or spa-
tial variance. The rrost intensively sampled deposits I''"ould be those for which 
the most elaborate and thorough field records would be available: the deposits 
of cultural features. A secondary emphasis was placed on sarr.plinQ deposits from 
single proveniences that offered prospect of providing a controlled temporal 
sequence of pollen spectra variation. Tr-aditionally, pollen profiles are 
collected from stratigraphic sections for this purpose. The field situation 
at Los !tImos exposed rrany such sections but offered few opportunities for 
collection of profiles in which the ter.lloral order of the sarr:ples could be 
indE;}endently controlled. SaropJes collected from the stratigraphically 
superimposed units of trash-filled pits and hornos, which could be independent-
1 
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ly controlled by both superposition and associated te!!'.poraTly diagnostic cera� 
mit types and styles, were therefore collected more frequently than profile sec-
tions. This phase of the research strategy was i�plemented by the principle 
investigator through instruction of the crew supervisors and excavi).tors. Cer-
tainly, some sa!!'�le collection opportunities ignored and obviated 
by inexperience would not have occurred if an experienced palynologist had 
c<>il�"I\"'ou� 1� 
been available during excavation. But sar.:ples were collected, in 
addition to the sediment sa�ples that had been collected during earlier studies 
i� ,if!» 
at los Homos (Fr"",i��.J (0."\"'" 1�1b )t....jt, To my �nowledge. los Homos is the 
most intensively sa�pled Hohokam site ever excavated. 
The se�ond phase of the research stNtegy was initiated after the buH: o f  
excavation had been �ompleted. A listino of the sarr.ples then available was pre-
pared, organized by the preslll"ed �u1tural or sedir:;entoloqical chara�ter of 
provenience (e.g. house floor deposits, trallh·filled pit stratum, horno fill stra-
tum). Review of the kinds of sar.;ples by mYself and the principle lnvest19ator led 
to re�ognition of four potentially resolvable research problems they might address, 
and the priority ea�h problem should be accorded In relation to its importance in 
prehistory. 
Those samples that could be used to address the problem of temporally 
ordered c1irr.(ltic or ecological change were given highest research priority. Pro-
fHe sample series that had been recovered from the natural infill of a large 
!-
barrow pit and the ball court -..'ere selected for this purpose . • 
Samples which could address the question of the relationship between palyno-
logical �nd �acrofossil botanical evidence of plant resource utilization at Los 
Homos were given second research priority. A group of pollen samples colle.cted 
in direct association with flotation sarr_ ples from homos were selected, along with 




Samples that could provide information on the patterns of relationship between 
pollen record and features of distinctive function were given third priority. A 
group of samples from the noors of architectural features lind the basal strata of 
trash filled pits were selected for comparison with the pollen records of the horne 
strata for this purpose. 
An additional suite of samples of trash strata was selected to address the 
lowest priority concern: what, if any. cultural or blolo9iCII1 inferences might 
be evidenced by patterns of pll1yn01001cll1 records occurrinq in the most abundant 
(and JOOst thoroughly sampled) form of cultural deposft at Los Homos. 
The problem focus given the lowest priority was that which most strictly was 
sionificant to our co�prehensjon of the prehistory of the Los Horno> site, while 
the successively higher priority problemS were those successively more relevant to 
significant comprehension of the prehistory of the Hohokam and other ancient 
residents of the Sonoran Desert region. The highest prierHy research problem also 
attains significance because one of the more hotly debated questions of paleo-
cliJf<ltic study is the potential of site context pollen records to provide relativ£: " rl.' s<l..c.f .. .... ,� . ... .... � 1l&;Af ur ' ,) 
or absolute dates to associated artifactual assembleges. Smith (197,,) and Schoen-
>. 
wetter l1977. 1979a) have argued that pollen sequences can be established for 
Salt and Gila River Basin archaeological context deposits, and the resultinq rela­
tive chronologies can provide absolute ten-paral control throuQh correlation with the 
Colorado Plateau Pollen Chronology (Schoenwetter 1970). Borher (1970, 1977) ar.d 
Gish (1979b) have ar<jued just as forcefully that the apparent pollen sequences are 
not terr.porally, but behaviorally. controlled. 
One effect of a selection of this broad a range of probleMS for investigation 
was that it offered potential to produce a data base applicable to the resolution 
of other research problems than had been originally defined. Tnls struck uS as 
consistent with the philosophy and purpose underlyin� mitigation studies. Even 
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Even if that potential turned out not to be reali2able, the prospect that it might 
influenced our decision to ris� dealing with several problelrs superficiallY 
rather th�n one problem in greater detail. It will also be noted that the research 
problems which deal with Feature functions afe approachable through other Fonts of 
study than pollen analysis. In those cases, pollen study I'lould provide one of a 
nu�ber of independent bases for ultimate interpretation. 
The analytic phase of the research strategy was staged to allow opportunity 
to assess the potential of the pollen record to address the problems within the 
constraints i�posed, and also allow uS to modify or re-evaluate the problems 
themselves if this seemed jUdicious. In the first stage of analysis, 20 of the 
40 highest priority pollen extract! weN! given cursory microscopic examina-
tion to detennine if an adequate number contained sufficient pollen for ar.alysis. 
Since they did, the next step of work was the extraction of pollen from the group 
of 40 second priority san:ples. 
The next work stage involved microsco�ic examination, with attendent identi­
fication and tabulation, of the poll en to be found on a 20� sample of the rows 
of the cover slip of a preparati on of each of the 80 priority pollen extracts. The 
work effort expended on each san:ple was timed, and the reSults obtained from samples 
of si�ilar and dissimilar spatial and strati�raphic positions were compared by 
simple statistical tests. This allowed uS to establish projections of (a) the 
amount of time which would be required to complete the identification and tabulation 
procedure to any specificable standard for any given sample; (b) the probable 
range and variety of patterns of palynological infonr.ation identifiable from simple 
inspection and statistical tests; and (cl the number of pollen records that could 
be generated within the time constraints set upon l.aboratory effort. 
These projections justified the acceptance of certain countjr.� and identifi­
cation standardS on lo�istical grounds. They also justified continuing into a 
1 
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$ubsequent work stage In which fresh prepariltions of all samples evldtmcinq a 
sufficient number of pollen grains .... ere examined until a particular nurrerical 
standard was reached. 
The pollen extraction procedure employed by this laboratory (Schoenwetter 1979b) 
is the same as that Gish has er.ployed at other fbhokam sites (Gish 1978a, 1979a) 
and RanUn has err:ployed at Sonoran [).esert sHes in northern /·:exico (Rankin 1980). 
It is not distinct in any major way from the procedures employed successfully by 
Smith (1972), Da Costa (1976) or Borher (1970, 1977), as illl are based upon the 
procedure established by Mehringer (1967). The identification - classification 
scheme util ized follows standards set in a variety of earlier wor�s (Ifartin 
1963. Hevly et !! 195$. Gish 1975. Schoenwetter and Doerschlag 1971, Schoenwetter 1977). 
The singular exception is adoption of the more botanically appropriate epithet 
"Cl"oenopodinneae" for the pollen taxon which is roore corrmonly called "Cheno�am", 
"Chenopodiaceae," or "chenopod". For logistical reasons, we adopted a system of 
observing either 100 or 200 pollen orains in order to establish a pollen sum for 
pen:entage and ratio calculations. The decision to observe 100 instead of 200 
grains was made in cases where the latter demanded a significantly larger nlJlT".i;!er 
of hours of microscopy than the projected mean time for the average sall'Ple. Our 
projections of the character of palynological data patterns suggested they ,",'ould 
be better indicated by statistical tests performed independently on pollen fre� 
quencies and pollen ratios. �'e therHore follo�!ed the lead of certain \o;orkers _}. �.'4t,.. s.� .. t<tO.t,.. 
(Schoenwetter" 1910; �l 977, 1979a; Ran�i n 1977, 1980; Smi th 1 g7f), rather than others 
(Gish 1978a, 19781;1, 1979a; Hill and Hevly 1968; Lyt1e·'.'ebl;l 1978; Sorller 1970, 1977), 
in establishing a pollen sum which excludes cultivar (Zea, Cucurbita) and insect 
pollinated taxa (Sphaeralcea, Ityctaoinaceae, Cylindropunt1a) occurring in abnornally 
hi9h frequencies or in an abnorrr.ally high number of samples. 
Tal;lulations of the actual number of each pollen type observed have been pro· 
1 
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vi dad (Appendix I) to allow recalculation of pollen statistics according to other 
standards. 
CONVENTIOUS OF THE ANALYSIS 
In this report certain conventions of traditlon�l pollen analysis are 
retained, others are abjured, and some untraditional conventions are employed. 
The report retains the traditional usage of scientific narr.as for pollen types, 
for example, despite recognition that COrnKln names are rrore familiar to rrost 
readers. On the other hand, the report displays the results of analysis 1n the 
fonn of tables rather than the traditional diaC)rarns. Both of these conventions 
were adopted for the sake of precise reportage, with the intent of conveying the 
maximum amount o f inforr.ation possible to those who can use it in a professional 
manner. The rel�QP �'�i h erne$eO!l h; the faet that he (Ulillst tlallslatt: t�e 'Iii 
011 ir rate,;,,) "loiguliAe'ja" hh J eo p rifi'i�l;j 0' 19 O!Iistie kad t) tie 
fic'\; th;:$ �ata tabl-e! !"eSI!IIC a le39 '"IIItdialcl) el:loie\l& �15p]or af pillell ,peet;� ... � 
va-ciaM'ity thall diagfdJ,t$ liilgl:L �Jj is Ii ; pe&hhn te hake JOi!!!fI!lalih abo:u;t=the 
d wr iR 
1;�h '= t. Appreciation of the botanfcal and ecological phenomena expressed 
by palynological dat� cateqories and data displays evolves through familiarization 
and expertise, not from general and cor.:roon knowTed�e, If the conventions used 
here hinder naive judgrrent they will serve an intended function. 
The principle data tables of the report present two kinds of non· taxonomic 
palynological inforrration: pollen frequency v�lues and pollen ratio values. To 
avoid misplaced concreteness, frequencies have been rounded to the nearest tenth 
of one percent, and the ratios rounded to the nearest hundredth. Both the frequency 
and the ratio values are calculated upon the pollen sum for that sample (tI) 
rather than upon the su� of total pollen observed. Given a su� of 200 pollen 
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grains, then, observation of two pollen grains of lea would result in a ratio value 
of .01. but observation of a single lea grain would result in the same tabular 
value. Alternatively, given a sum of 225 pollen grains, observation of one Zea 
grain would result in a tabular value of zero and observation of three such grains 
would result in a tabular value of .01. The data displays produced by the conyen� 
tions adopted tend, on the whole, to de-emphasize the potential significance of 
rare observations. But this is only specifically true 1n those cases where fl is 
greater than 222. 
One of the traditional conventions used in the report is use of the binomial 
confidence interval to �easure statistically significant similarities and differenceS. 
Faegri and fverson (1975: 187-1'10) argue the effectiveness of this measure for 
univariate analyses, and it is generally a sound way to fi�t address the sort of 
data base accumulated here. There is no doubt in my O\loTl mind that multivariate 
analyses of the Los Homos pollen record would have proved more productive than 
any univariate procedure. TheN! literally was no opportunity to implement it in 
the present situation, however. 
THE TP�SH OEPOSIT RECORD 
Field diagnosis of a deposit as "trash" (a term often utilized interchan(Je­
ably with the term "midden") is usually based on context, color, texture, artifact 
density and the modal size of the artifactual materials it contains. Trash is 
one of the normative categories archaeologists use in descritinQ the types of ar­
tifactually rich deposits they encounter; others of this order are "fill", "roof 
fall" and "floor contact" deposits. At Hohokam sites such as Los Horn05, trash 
is normally reco!!nized in one of three contexts: as infill deposits of aboriqinal 
excavations, as mounded deposits established on an oborfofnal surface, or as sheet 
deposits parallel to an apparent or presu�ed ilPoriginal surface. Deposits havinn 
1 
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the same chi,lracter but observed in  other contexts, such as the infi]1 of archl­
tectura 1 features, are usua 11y provided wi til a modi fler. e.�. "trash fi 11 ". 
Trash i s  normally first recognized by its darker color - the result Of a 
higher concentration of powdered or crushed chi,lrCOi\l and organic decomposition 
products. ��nY trash deposits have a decidedly different texture than surrounding 
deposits; trash is usually r.1Ore friable, coarser or ashy. Diagnosis of a 
deposit as trash, however. norwall y  rests most fully on its relatively high 
artifact content per unit volume i,lnd the tendency of the artlfactual material 
encountered to involve a high proportion of swall fragment remains, often burnt, 
showing indications of aboriginal breaka�e. 
As its name: implies, this fom of deposit is considered to represent rraterials 
dfscarded 1n prehistoric times in fashions analogous to the disposal practices of 
ethnographic cultures. Presumably, trash-filled pits represent the disposal of 
waste materials resultiflQ from a potentially wide variety of dome:stic, manufac­
turing and other behavioral patterns. The stratigrapt)y of trash fi lled pits at 
los Harnos is in many cases physically variable, and thus divisible through field 
observation into successive "natural" strata. Abbot and Lindauer (this volume) 
argue the credibil ity of analytic mechanisrrs for determining stratiQraphically 
superimposed behavioral units in trash-filled pit deposits, as well. These rray 
or may not be congruent with ostensible natural strata of  deposition. 
Given this situation, one anticipates that sediment samples of tril.sh-fil l ed 
pits should represent a variety of spatially and behaviorally diSjunct depo­
sitional episodes ranging over a series of temporal interval s .  The pollen records 
such samples contain could expectably vary as a reflection of the variety of 
cultural activities responsible for the oeneration of di sposed wastes; the varyin!! 
locations in which such activities ... ·ere undertaken (presumin!! disposal was roore 
often localfzed than dispersed); varhtion throuoh tke i n  both the character of 
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cultural activities and waste disposal patterns; variation in space � ti�£ of 
the numbers and distributions of plants contributin� pollen to the record in 
ways not direttly influenced by behavioral patterns; and the potential of different 
pollen types to be d;HlU�\; .. \\Ypreserved under varying geochemical and geophysical 
cond itions. 
The pollen samples from tras�fil1ed pit features 218, 430A, 485, 75 and 99 
(levels 12-14) were collected from Segregate depositional episode units. In 
four of the five pits these were the three lowermost sa�pled depositional strata. 
In the case of Feature 75 the two lowenoost strata are involved. Thl! decision 
to constrain sample selection to lowermost strata was �ade in an attempt to pro-
vide ma:dmal comparability in the analysis. To control for variability in 
the pollen record that might result frOm sp�tial factors affectino ve(Jetation , 
three of the pit features were selected from the northern portion of the area 
of los Homos excavated in 1979 �nd two were selected from the southern are�. 
Three trash deposit samples from Feature 16 were also studied, but they 
ha�e not been taken into consideration in this report since assessment of 
field records subsequent to the pollen study indicates that they 
probably derive from mixed depositional epis.odes. Other tNsh deposit sar.ples. 
which provided data are labelled Feature 99 level 7SE and le�el 7SW in Appendix I. 
h�en these samples were selected for analysiS it was thought they were replicate 
samples of a younger depositional episode in Feature 99. Later evaluation indi-
cates 7SE is more likely to be a sheet trash deposit superirposed on FeatuN! 99 
and 7SW a trash deposit overlyi ng a horno feature. 
Intra-pit Variability 
Considering the potential for variability in intra-pit pollen records 
induced by distinctive behaviors responsible Tor the production and disposal Of 
trash, tr,e data of Table r is surpris inQly LLnlform. In any (liven pit, the pollen 
1 
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frequency values are dominated--and to so� degree ��thematical1y constrained-­
by high values for Chenopodinneae pollen. In none of the five pits, however, 
do significant differences from the rr.ean frequency value for this taxon occur. 
The other three prominent taxa in the pollen frequency record--Arnbrosieae, 
Tubuliflorae and Gramineae--are nearly as non-variant. There is no case i n  
which values for either Tubuliflorae or Gra�ineae pollen depart si£nificantly 
from the mean value for the pit as a whole. In one case Abrosleae values vary 
significantly from the mean in one of the three samples. Given the overall 
record, ho''''ever, there seel'lS little reason to suspect this is a result of the 
effect of patterned hu��n behavior rather than chance. 
five pollen t<lX<I (le<l, Cucurbit<l, Cylindropunt1<1, Nyct<lqin<lceae and 
Sphaeralcea) were excluded from the pollen sum for one of more of three reasons. 
Two (lea and Cucurbita) are probable cult10ens in this context. One 
(CyllndroPWltia) 1s a significant ethnooraphic food resource of the area 
which 1s processed for human consureption in a fashion (Greenhouse 1979) ·likely 
to result in the dispersal of quantities of its pollen in kitchen and latrine 
waste. Four (Cylindropuntia, Cucurbita, t{yctaninaceae, Sphaeralcea) a� pro� 
duced by zoophilous (generally lnsect�pol1inated) plants. Since zoophilous 
pollen is not \'le11 adapted to wind transport, these pollen types would be 
expected to be rare or sporadic in sedil'1ent sal:1Ples under conditions unaffected 
by hum<ln behavior or extraordir,ary ecoloqical relationships. A pattern of 
consistant occurrence of these pollen types in archaeoloqical deposits in the 
Sonoral'l Desert region, however, occurs in rrerked contrast to a pattern of their 
inconsistent occurrence in surface sediment sar.�les. This is traditionally 
1nterpreted (viz. Lytle 1971, Gish 1978a) <IS <In effect of patterned hu�an be� 
havlor on the pollen record of archaeoloqical context samples, reflecting one Of 
rrore forms of human activity Of cultural ecol09ical relationships. If patterned 
1 
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human be�avior is represented palynologically in  these pollen counts, it is most 
expectably represented by variations in the ratio values of these taxa. At very 
least, one would anticipate that variability in pollen ratios would occur within 
all pits as a result of distinctions In the wastes disposed 
It i s  therefore intriguing to report that tl.i� 
of in  different periods. 
expectation is /let 
fulfilled by the record. There 1 s  no case of a pit In Which any set of values 
for these taxa varies significantly from the mean values for the pit In any 
patterned fashion. There are two cases (F.430A and F.99) in which one taxon 
(Sphaeralcea and Cylindropuntia, respectively) yjel�s a value significantly 
different from the mean values for the pit in one sample. It i s  difficult to in­
terpret these results as other than the effect of chance when the overall record 
1 s  considered, however, since the expectation i s  that variance in human activity 
referent to any of these taxa would result i n  much more variability than is expressed. 
One explanation for the lack of expected results lies in the character of 
the test employed to identify statistically significant variability in the data. 
The confidence interval test is recognized as highly appropriate for pollen fre­
quency and pollen ratiO evaluation by both pollen analysts (Faegri and Iverson 1975) 
and statisticians (Mosimann 1965). But this i s  1n part due to the fact that the 
test requires no assumptions regarding characteristic patterns of pollen dispersal, 
production or preservation. It i s  thus a conservative test, capable of documenting 
the occurrence of variatlon only in situations where arguments concerning the 
relevance of the biology of pollination and the geophyslCS of pollen preservation 
are dfsmissed .!!. priorl. Pollen analysts normally prefer this conservative test 
because empirical evidence pertinent to the biological and geophysical issues is 
limited and subject to varying interpretation. Thus where the confidence interval 
test dOCUments variance In the record which is unlikely to be an effect of chance, 
interpretation of the variability is thought to be on finn ground. Here, ho'"rever, 
Feature Level C�:rng.�- 'nli'- Ptl!¥U- , .. Nyctag. , 
'18 17 • 1 lIS 
18 , 1 m 
l' m 
'" 'I 1 Z2S 
2Z 1" 
" 1 'IS 
4JOA 13 2ll 
1. , '" 
IS • 1 Z2S 
" 
I' , 1 1 , m 
l' 11 , , '" 
l' 5 1 , 125 
" 2Z , 1 '1' 
" 5 1 , '35 
Table II. Obscrved fXlllen aggregates of 
trash-fillcd pit samples. 
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4Itthe conserv�tive character of the test may be �lsapplied. sfnce there 1s every 
reason to suspect that ratios for tllese tUa IIIi!.Y be pilrticuhrly influenced by 
human activit1es affecting pollen dispersal and preservation. 
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Gistl (1979a) has argued that, in samples of archaeological context, data 
exists which specifically addresses the question of human infl uences on pollen 
dispersal. Anemophilous [wind-pol l inated) taxa are adapted to maximize the chances 
of cross_pol t fnation by di spersal of indlv1dual pollen grains. Gish argues that 
the occurrenc!! of aggrl!gates of pollen grains of SUCh taxa i n  lin arChaeological 
sample should be recognized as the result of one of two responses by plants to 
the occupation of the area by human befngs. On the one hand, the occurrence of 
pollen aggregates may reflect the arti ficial establishment of a habitat to Which 
such taxa are so well adapted that extraordinary quantities of their pollen i s  
locally produced. On tile other hand, It may reflect lIuman behaviors (e.g. seed 
collection or processing) which would affect the dispersal of such pollen. Botll 
phel\Or.lena, of course, �ould att interactively to effect such a result at any given 
time. Pollen aggregates {defined In this study as clu;l1ps of 4 or more grains of 
the same taxon) observed during the course of the pollen tounts were recorded and 
are tlIbulated on Table I I .  Since these data apparently di rectly address the issue 
of the Influence of human behavior. use of the confldente interval test to assess 
variation from the mean frequency value of II taxon seems appropriate and its can· 
servatlve character seems useful. When the test I s  appl ied, however, intra·pit 
variabi l i ty i s  not evidenced. 
Overa l l ,  three potential palynological lndlces of intra·pit variabil i ty induced 
by human behavior were assessed: pollen frequenCies, pollen ratios and number of 
pollen aggregates. Thaugll we began with the expectation that such variabi lity 
would be the rule, and significant variabi l i ty was identified In batll pol len 
frequency and pollen ratio values, the data do not provide clear support for the 
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hypothesis th�t hUlT)3n behavior significantly affected tne pol l en records of trash­
fjlled pft deposits at lOS Horoes. All the variabilfty observed could be an effect 
o f  Chance upon a norlMlly distributed population of pollen grains. Part of the 
problem o f  lack of correspondence between expected and achieved results could be 
a function of the small numbers of samples per plt and the small numbers of cases 
which could be studied. This can only be resol ved by further research, but a 
stati stically conclusive study would require a large number of samples from each 
pit and would not rule out the effects of chance unless a statistical ly hrge 
number of such pits were examined. Ihe opportunities for pollen sampling provided 
by the field situation at los Hornos would not al low such an investigation to 
be made. I n  any case, i t  would seem rrore cost-effective to address the issue 
through multivariate analysis of the existing data. supplemented by 3-5 sample 
records from another 10-20 such pits. Mul tivariate analyses of variance are more 
l i kely to prove productiVe i n  confirming or di sconfirming the hypothsis in question 
because they would l i mit the mathematical constraint imposed by the preponderence 
of Chenopodinneae pollen i n  the record . This constraint could also be limited 
through larger pollen counts per sample (on the order o f  10000 observed grains ) , 
but i t  seems a more expensive an inefficient procedure. 
Inter-Pit Variabi l ay 
The simplest way inter-pit variabi l i ty can be assessed through the statistical 
test employed here i s  by comparison of the mean pollen record values of any given 
pa against the mean values for the popuhtion of pits. 'Since the test is conser­
vative, statistically identifiable variabi l i ty i s  l i kely to be meaningfu l .  Because 
the number of pollen observations from any one of the pits i s  large (N 400). the 
statistical adequacy of the campari sons is not an issue, However, the number of 
pits analyzed is smal l ;  at best, the data of one pit can only be compared against 
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tne data of four others. If the population of five pHs I s  dfvided Into sub­
populations, comparisons may be made between the grouped d�ta of two pits against 
the grouped data of only one, two or three others. There I s ,  therefore . a statis­
tically reaT prospect that the comparison made does not in fact characterize the 
situation for the true populations compared. 
For uample, three of the sampled trash-fi l l ed pits 'dfre from the northern 
part of the site and two were from the southern. The northern pits yiel ded 1.3�3 
pollen observations and the soulthern yielded 1,127 pollen observati ons. Given 
data bases of this size, statistically Significant contrasts In the frequency 
values for a given pollen taxon are not l i kely to be an effect of chance. tlhether 
or not the two samples avai lable for the northern population adequately charac­
terize that population, however, i s  not known. They might do so, but 1t WOUld be 
far preferable to have th1rty or more such samples to engender conf1dence that the 
total range of variabil i ty 1n the populatfon of poTTen frequency values from the 
northerly pits i s  expressed i n  the data base . Thus the inferences reganJing 
patterns of inter-pit variability in pollen record that can be presently drawn 
must be recognized as inconclusive. lhey must be based upon the assumption that 
the number of samples available to represent a population adequately characterizes 
the population from which they are drawn . 
This assumption i s  not statistically justified, but a statistically adequate 
number of pollen samples of any particu lar population is rarely available. In a 
lacustrine pollen profi l e .  for exampl e ,  the number of samples representing a given 
pol len zone wilT usually be small, and such zones are otten identified on the bash 
of two or three samples. The operant assumption i s  that the number of observations 
i s  sufficiently large that the statistical error imposed by ��ll sample numbers 
does not affect the establishment of inferences. The theory of pollen analySis 
accomodates this assumption, since it is based on the proposition that the pollen 
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of any given samp l e  is l i �ely to be a random selectlon of p o l l en grains drawn 
from a massive population of pOllen rain. 
The mean pollen frequency values and mean pollen ratio values for the popu­
lation of trash fi lled pit samples and for i ndividual pits are presented in 
Table IlIA. Mean values Which are not significantly greater than 0.0 percent 
have been excluded. 
Significant variance from the populatlon mean i s  evident for the Chenopodinneae 
frequency value i n  Feature 75, and the Tuhu l i f lorae value i n  features 4JOA and 
75. The variance i n  TUbuliflorae value 1n Feature 75. however, is probably 
a function of reduced constraint consequent upon the lower Chenopodiineae value 
and thus irrelevant to interpretation. Though the variations Observed are sta­
tistically real , they could be a result of chance. Significant variation from 
the mean population pollen ratio values i s  evident for Sphaeralcea i n  Feature 21�, 
Cyli ndropuntia in Feature 99 and for Ilyctagi naceae in Features 99 and 75. ThoU9h 
the first two could be an effect of Chance, the third 1s less l i kely to be s i nce 
the variance i s  not only replicated but in the same {positive) direction. 
When the mean values of the northerly features (218, 99 and 75) are contrasted 
against those of the southerly features (430A and 485) a slightly di fferent picture 
emerges (Table IIIB).  The significant differences i n  TUbuli florae frequency, and 
i n  Cylndropuntia, Nyctaginaceae and Sphaeralcea ratios are uniformly higher i n  the 
northerly features. The increased Tubu l i florae frequency value, however, seems 
likely to be a function of the release of constraint i n  the samples of feature 75 
occ"siul1�d t>y a reduced Chenopodlnneae frequency value. 
When the mean values for different time horizons are contrasted LTable IIIe), 
the only s i gnificant variance i n  frequency values which is observed (low mean 
Tubulfflorae value for early Sedentary ) may be an effect of chance. Two of the 
three s i gnificant di fferences which occur I n  the ratio values (Cy l 1 ndropuntla and 
1 
are referent the Colonial Period; the tnird (Sphaeralcea) is 
to the Sedentary period. 
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Pollen aggregate numbers for Chenopodi n neae and Nyctaginaceae are signi­
ficantly greater than the population means (4.2 and 0.7., respectively) in 
features 99 and 75 (Table I I ) .  Since both o f  these features come from the same 
area and the same time period, significantly positive Chenopodinneae and Nyc­
taginaceae aggregate values are thus evidenced for the northerly and the Colonial 
Period features. 
A different index of inter-pit variation, which also can be controlled 
spatially and tempora'j ly. is the constancy of occurrence (ubiquity) of pollen 
types which are found in frequencies or ratios not sfgnfficantly larger than 
0.0. An example in this data set (Table I) i s  the ubiquity of Yucca pollen, 
which is observed in 50% of the Sedentary Period samples, 100% of the early 
Sedentary Period samples and none of the COlonial Period sampl es. Significant 
variabi l i ty in ubiquity v a l ues can be recognized for Quercus, Yucca, Onagraceae 
and Cucurbita pollen. The ubiquity value for Cucurbita pollen is patterned 
spatially with positive values in the northern district. Signi ficantly positive 
ubiquity values for the other pollen types are patterned tempora lly. Quercus 
and Onagraceae pollen are both more ubiquitous i n  Colonial Period trash and Yucca 
pollen i s  more ubiquitous in Sedentary Period traSh. 
Statistically significant inter·pit variation from the population mean 
which is not l i kely to be an effect of chance is thus observed 1n the Nyctag­
inaceae ratio, the number 01" Nyctagfnaceae aggregdtes arid the number of Chenopod­
inneae aggregates. This form of inter-pit variab i l i ty is the type which i s  most 
l i kely to reflect meaningful relationships, so i t  is of some moment that neither 
pollen aggregates nor large numbers of zoophilous pollen types can be easily 
explai ned as natural consequences of known processes of pollen production, 
1 
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pollen dispersal or pollen preservation. The inference drawn is that the varia­
tions observed are consequences of the effect of behavioral practices upon the 
pollen rain of the Los Hornes site. 
Statistically significant inter-pit variation Which is not l i kely to be 
an effect of chance and is spatially ordered must be considered i n  light of 
similar variations which may be temporally ordered, since both the natural and 
the behavioral conditions whiCh might account for such variabi l i ty occur 
i n  time as we)·] as space. Also. simultaneous consideration of the available 
evidence in spatial and temporal terms partly compensates for the small numbers 
of samples in any given temporal or spatial category. 
The only signi ficant variabi l i ty i n  inter�pit pollen records which seems 
uniquely spati ally ordered is that observed i n  the ubiquity value for Cucur� 
bita pollen. For this data set, i t  seems that regular disposal of pollen of 
this genus was l i mited to the northern portion of the Site. Of equal interest, 
perhaps, is that there 1s no uniquely spatially ordered significant variation 
in the records of pol len types which might indicate habitat disturbance o r  the 
more proximate occurrence of larger quantities of certain plant taxa . The in� 
ference to be drawn from such negative evidence is that tne traSh-filled pits 
sample� were not located relatively nearer or farther from particular kinds 
of habitats and ecological niches. Decisions about what kinds of trash should 
be disposed of i n  particular districts of the site, at least, seem to have been 
little influenced by the natural environment characteristics of those locations. 
Significant variation unl ikel y to be due to chance which is uniquely 
patterned temporally is evidenced in the ubiquity values for Yucca, Quercus and 
Onagraceae pollen. Both Yucca and Quercus pollen records at the site are l i kely 
to represent long distance transport, but the former derives from zoophilOUS 
and the latter from anaemophilous pollen producers. Plants which yield pollen 
1 
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referable to Yucca include Dasyl irion and NOllna as well as Yucca. A l l  are 
ethnograptlically utilized as fiber resources , or for raw mil.tI!rials for tJasketry, 
and some species of Yucca yield edible fruft. It seems not unlikely that the 
ublqufty of Yucca pollen in Sedentary Period records documents some prOceUE!s 
of resource e�traction that occurred more consistantly at that time. 
The curious thing about the probable long distance transport of Quercus 
pol l en Is not that 1t seems to have occurred during the Colonial Period, but 
that It 15 not evidenced to have occurred at all during the Sedentary Period. 
Surface sample pollen records f� Sonoran Desert Scrub 10catl0n$ almost Invaria­
bly contain Quercus pollen, which frtdlcates that natural processes of pollen dis­
persal and preservation are not l i kely to account for its lack 1n these fossil 
records. The lack. of Quercus pollen in SedentBry PeriOd records seems to me 
most l i kely a funct10n of the over-representation of one or more other pollen 
types, with consequent c[)nstrai nt. Given the context of depOSition. it seems 
probable that the over-representation involved is behaviorally induced. The 
obvious candidate for the over-representated taxon i s  Chenopodineae pollen, since 
i t  dOl'linates the pollen record of the Sedentary Period samples to a somewhat 
greater degree th�n those of the Colonial Period. The pollen aggregates data, 
lwhich 1s theoret1cally the best index of local over-representation avai lable). 
however, indicates that Chenopodinneae pollen is more 1 1 k.ely to be over-repre­
sented 1 n  the Colon1al Period recOrd , Thus the obvious candidate is not necessar­
l1y the best one, and i t  seems l i kely that a multivariate analysis of a larger 
number of samples of each temporal period will be required to ldentlfy the 
Sedentary Period pol len taxa which are over-represented. 
The ubiquity value for Onagraceae pollen in the COlonial Perfod records 
is significantly higher than the Sedentary Period records (3/S vs. 2/9) .  
but Ny not be meaningful . GiSh (1978a : 164) discusses the possibility that 
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Onagraceae pollen aggregates 1 n  trash filled p i t  deposits may reflect use 
of the roots of certaln species for fOOd. The variati on observed seems more 
l i kely to be behaviorally than naturally induced. since Onagraceae pollen pro­
ducers are zoophilous. The issue here i s  whether the behavior involved is or 
i s  not as tempor<'ll1y patterned as this data set indicates. 
Significant inter-pit variation which may be spatially patterned, temporally 
patterned or both spatially aM temporally patterned is evidenced i n  the ratio 
values for Sphaeralcea, Cylindropuntia and Nyctaginaceae. and a l s o  1 n  the pollen 
aggregate numbers of Chenopodinneae and Nyctaginaceae. Al l of these taxa are 
potential food resource taxa, though the case for Nyctaginceae i s admittedly 
weak since it i s  not supported by regional ethnographic analogs (see Borher 
1977:27). It seems unlikely that there would be segregate explanations for the 
variation which occurs i n  these taxa, or that their variation would be differen� 
tial1y patterned in regard to both time and space. They seem to be likely to 
reflect a single complex pattern of subsistance�related behaviors oriented towards 
the u t i l i zation of w i l d  food resources. Since the pollen aggregates variability 
seems to relate to the Colonial Period record, my feeling is that there is some­
what r �re reason to infer that if such a complex behavior pattern existed at 
al l ,  i t  was more preva lent during the Colonial than the Sedentary occupations. 
SUlTlllilry 
Both intra� and inter�pit Variability i n  the pollen records of trash­
filled pit d�pn�its w�s expectFld as a result of variation in the human acthi­
ties which could affect the production and disposal of such sediments. From 
an archaeological perspective, i t  would not have been surprising i f  each sample 
or each pit produced a wholly d i s tinctive pollen record. Nor would i t  have been 
surprising if each sampl e  or each pi t had produced pollen records which were 
strongly patterned i n  respect to spatial or temporal variables. These expecta� 
1 
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t",,, are not supported by the data. Three independent measures of intra-pit 
vari a b i l i ty and four independent measures of inter-pit variability document 
the general conclusion that the pollen records of trash deposits at Los Hornos 
are far more homogeneous than they are variable. 
Statistical l y  significant intra-pit variation does exist in the pollen 
record , but that observed can be account� for as effects of chance. Statis­
tically significant variations occur more frequently when the pollen records of 
d i fferent pits are compared, and most inter-pit variability cannot be easily 
accounted for as effects of chance. In those cases, however. none is easily 
explained as a function of natural processes of pollen production and disper� 
sa l ,  either. The best explanation of the observed variations i s  that they have 
been effected by human behavior patterns oriented towards the utilization and 
disposal of cul tivated and wild plant resources .  
The statistically siqnHicant variations evidenced i n  the inter�pft com­
parisons occurs in pollen ratios, numbers of pollen aggregijtes and pollen ubiquity 
values. Host of the variation centers on five pollen ta)(a: Chencpodinneae, 
Nyct<lglnaceae, Cylindropuntia, Sphaeralcea and Yucca. All are apparent food 
resource taxa. The character and distribution of the variations observed for 
these ta)(a lI'.ay be e)(plained as the result of !r()re systelT'.ltic disposal of food 
waste products of Chenopodinneae, Nyctaginceae and Cyli ndropuntia pollen pro� 
ducers during the Colonial Period, and more systemati c  d1sposal of food waste 
products of Sphaeralcea and Yucca pollen producers during the suceeding Seden� 
tary Per10d. 
Statistically sign1ficant variations in the ubiquity values for Cucur-
bi ta, Onagraceae and Ouercus pollen also occur. The disposal of Cucurbita 
pollen i n  the trash of trash filled pits see� to have been spatially contro l l e d ,  
a n d  l imited to the northern portion o f  the studied districts of Los Kornos. 
Disposal of Onagraceae pollen i s  more consistantly a feature of Colonial Period 
records than of Sedentary Period records. The observed variabi l i ty i n  the 
1 
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ubiquity of Quercus pollen I n  trash deposits indicates that over·recresentation 
of pollen of local plants I s  greater during the Sedentary than the Colonial 
Period. The apparent reduction in syste��ti c disposal of food wastes of 
Chenopodfnneae, Nytaginaceae, Cylindropuntia ,  Sphaeralcea and Yucca i n  Seden­
tary contexts may sf�flarly be an effect of l ocal pollen over-representation 
at that time. However, the r:l)st accurate available monitor of local over­
representati on (pollen aggregate nu�bers) indicates that the pollen taxon which 
dominates the Sedentary Period record (Chenopodlnneae) Is not solely responsi­
ble for this effect. 
Pollen studies of trash deposits at other Hohokam si tes have produced 
results similar to those from Los Hornos. They have tended to reveal little 
palynological variab i l i ty and they have been domi nated by high frequency values 
for Chenopodinneae pollen. One of the explanations which has been offered 
(lytle 1970 I s  that tras h  provides a substrate for plant growth and repro-
duction (and therefore pollination) to which Chenopodlnneae pollen producers 
are partlculary well adapted. Another explanation (Bohrer 1970) has been that 
these characteri stics of trash deposit records are case examples of a general 
pattern of uni formity I n  pollen records found i n  Hohokam context sedl rr.ent samples. 
In 119ht of the los Hornos data, both explanations seem facile. Given an 
adequate data base, statistically significant �ariabillty I n  the pollen records 
o f  trash can be identified which I s  not l i kely to be an effect of chance . Varia­
bil ity I s  not CO!TmJn, but I t  exists and i t  seems to be patterned . Further, 
while I t  Is true that the pollen record of such deposIts Is hea�lly Infl uenced 
by Chenopodinneae pollen, the evidence from Los HorMos Is not consistant with 
the Inference that this occurs because Chenopodinneae pollen producers are 
better adapted to the specialized habitats of trash substrates or archaeoloqi cal 
sites. If this were the case Chenopodinneae aggregate nwr.bers should be of the 
same orders of magnitude I n  all such sarr,ples or should be recovered i n  nunbers 
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proportional to the Chenopodlnneae frequency values of individual samples or 
populations of samples. That Is not the situation observed. 
mCROFOSSIl - �ACROFOSSll RELATIONSHIPS 
Hie hornos for which the site is nar;;ed yield quantities of charred veoeta] 
remains indicative of a variety of behavioral patterns (Le Pere, this volume ) .  
The pollen of such contexts could have been incorporated by either natural or 
behavioral mechanisms, but if patterned relationships exist between the two 
dilta sets it seerr5 likely such patterns are effects of behavioral, not natural, 
proces�es. To explare the matter, twenty pollen samples were selected from 
depositional un1ts wMch had already yielded macrofossf1 plant remains diltL 
In additfon, a few of the trash pit samples and two sa�pl�s coll�ct�d from th� 
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hearth fill ofA Pfthouse feature were selected because they were di rectly associated 
with flotation samples undergoing concurrent investigation. 
This research design ca�e unravelled at its seams when none of the 20 horno 
sedi�nt salT!Ples yielded sufficfer.t pollen for analysis. To compound this 
difficulty, both of the hearth f111 flotation samples and some of the trash 
deposit flotation samples failed to yield adequate w�crofossil data. 
There is more at issue here, UnfortUnately, than a good plan gone wrong. 
It is evident that the failure of the horno deposit sanples to yield an adequate 
pallen record is nat an effect of chance. Further, Gish (1978a) was able to 
recover adequate pollen for analysis from horno deposits at another portion of 
the same site utilizing the! �amc extraction and counting proce!dure�. One cxph-
nation w�y lie 1 n  the fact the horno deposits selected for this study were pri­
marily corr:posed of charred vegetal matter ... 'hile those selected for Gish's 
research .... ere "an ashy-gray color, with apparently silt to coarse sand and 
gravel composltfon" (Gish 1978a : 2 ) .  Pollen grains oxidize relatively easily, 
so the pollen of our sarcples may sh-.ply have been destroyed by the very burning 
process which created an abundance of charred vegetal material. But this explana-
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tlcn may be facile.  Pollen grains are resistant to heat In  a non-oxi dizing 
atmosphere, and our knowledge of the prehistoric use of hornos is not adequate 
to assess whether the charred material sampled resulted fnJm an open or a sn:othE!red 
burning process. Also, burning rr.ay have less to do with the character of the 
results than other aspects of the depositional context. The sediments analyzed 
by Glsh may represent longer time interval s ,  and thus have provided more oppor­
tunity for inclusion of pollen per unit vol urr.e, than those analyzed i n  this study. 
My point 1 5  that though I t  is not difficult to present an explanation 
which will account for the relative lack of pollen in any given sample or set 
of samples, we have only minimal comprehens1on of tile processes of pollen dis­
tribution and preservation based on experimentally controlled evidence. Thus, 
a suite of al ternative explanations 1s usual l y  possible and tile probability of 
one 1s not necessarily greater than the others. �Ie are not now prepared to say 
w1th any confidence what samples of archeological context in any given s1te 
are or are not 1 1 kely to yield pollen data. Nor can we predict that innovations 
1n procedures of extracting pollen from sediments will not allOW effective ana­
lysis of sediment samples prevl0usly aSSessed as inadequate (witness Wo"".s.Jt.'i 
1 97&). At this juncture it remains injudicious for the archaeologist to abjure 
sampl ing any particular type of deposit that offers potential (however apparently 
smal l )  for resolving identified problems of interest on the grounds that such 
samples are not l 1kely to yield pollen data. 
RELATIONSKIPS OF POLLEN RECORUS AND FEATURE FUN�TluNS 
In the original research design our concern was comparison of pollen records 
from trash, horno and floor contexts. This plan was frustrated by the lack of 
data from homo deposits, but can be compensated to some de9ree by tne availa­
bil ity of floor context samples representino features of two distinctive func­
tions and by tne availabl1 ity of pollen data fro.., canal-fill contexts from the 
portion of the los Homos site investigated by large (Gish 1 978a).  
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Tne floor context SampleS selected for analysis were obtained from pHllouses 
(which are here presumed to have had domicil iary functlOns), and from the ball 
court feature. The function-oar use, If we adopt Linto n ' s  (1935 :404) more pre­
cise terminol ogy-oaf Hohokam ball courts i s  unclear. Un the basis of morpho­
logical simil arity to ��soamerican ball courts, students nave �rgued that tney 
were used a s  p l aying fields, and this interpretation has been buttressed by the 
recovery of crude nard rubber balls HI the Hohokam region. They have also been 
interpreted a s  dance plazas or, IIl)re generally. as locations used for public 
displays or ceremonials of unspecified nature . 
(;anal-fill deposits are of a variety of types. Ttlose of interest to this 
study are sediments depOSited during the period of canal use, in contrast to 
those which may have in�filled the canal subsequent to use or which are d irectly 
associated with artifacts emcedded in canal deposits (e.g. metates, vessels) 
that probably had specific functions. 
In a strict sense, the deposits of trash�f1 lled pits �y be considered 
irrelevant to tne problem at hand. Presumably. the morphology and typoloqy of 
any given pit feature reflects its orlqinal function; the trash in�fillfng the 
pit merely reflects a convenient re�utilization for waste disposal . The document� 
able homogeneity of pollen records from such trash deposits. however, indicates 
that as far a s  their pollen content 1s concerned the re-utilization of pit 
features is strongly and unifonnly patterned . For purposes of this study. suCh 
unifonnity is considered relevant and significant to a comparative analysis. 
On anthropological ground S ,  one would anticipate that the functional 
diversity represented by pits, canal s ,  domiciliary structures and public struc­
tures would infl uence associated pollen records 1 n  fairly clear and unambiguous 
ways. This derives from recognition that distinctive patterns of man-plant inter­
action are l fkely to occur in such different social environments, resulting i n  
the differential d istribution and/or preservation of pollen types. Both the 
1 
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theory of pollen analysis and the results of pollen studies undertaken at Hoho­
kam loc�tions. however. suggest th�t such an expectation may be unrea l i stic. 
Palynologic�l theory is structured upon the recognition that sperrr.atophytes 
produce quantities of pollen of di fferent orders of magnitude depend1ng upon 
whether the pollination mechanism i s  anemophilous or zoophilous. This factor I s  
the pri�ry controlling v�riable on pollen dispers�l and pollen preservation. 
While man-plant interactions are not unlikely to affect dispersal and preservation 
of pollen in significant ways. the refl ectlon of such affects in a pollen record 
may be drowned by. or Inseparable from, reflections of variations in pollen 
production controlled by ecological or cli�tic factors affecting the adaptive 
relationships of the entire local or regional population of spenmatophyte plants. 
The essence of difference between the pos1tions of anthropology and paly­
nology i s  that the anthropologist views pollen rain as a potential dependent 
variable varying 1n response to the independent v�riable of human behavior. The 
palynologist views pollen rain as a dependtnt variable varying in response to 
the totality of adaptive relationships �mong the organisms producing the pollen 
and the environment in which. they survive. Human behavior patterns may or may 
not be a signi ficant factor of that environment. In many cases i t  i s  apparent 
that human behavior is a significant ecological parameter affectino the pollen 
producers. However. there 1 s  no theoretical basis upon wllich to su�gest any 
specific fonn of adaptive response will be reflected in the preserved pollen 
record . The response may exist in a form lnseperabl e from those indicat1n!l other 
adaptive interactlons, i t  may eXlst in a fonn WhlCh requires � particular 
analytic procedure to separ�te it from other response functions, or it may not 
be preserved at all  because of the depauperate character of the fossil record. 
Because the total i ty of adaptive relationsnips exlstino among tne members 
of a plant population and between that population and its environMent i s  so 
large (and so poorly comprehended in the vast ��jority of cases ) ,  pollen analysts 
rarely attempt to expl ain var1ation 10 pollen records unless the variatlons are 
very strongly patterned. Further. they consider most variations likely to be 
expTalned as responses of the plant population to factors (e.a. cl imatic condi-
tions) which affect its overall vitality and reproductive potential . Some 
fossil pollen records seem clearly to document the powerful influence of tlUr'lan 
technolony upon the vitality and reproductfve potential of plant populations, 
"" 
nornally as a consequence of land clearance (Iverson, McAndrews 1966). But 
� 
man-plant interactions of this order of magnitude are not tnose of archaeolog-
ical concern when the problem at issue 15 the relationShip of pollen records 
and feature functlOrls. From the perspective of palynological tneory. there i s  
l i ttle prospect of resolution of matters of such minor ecosytemic moment. 
The empirical results oDt�ined from analysis of pollen records of Hohokam 
contexts also discoura�e tne expectations archaeologists m� generate on anthro-
pological grounds. Published studH!S bE;(j an a decade ago (Bohrer 1970). and 
.. .,J. 'I!..\ .. I.. .. ,d.-
unpubl ished studies as well (e.g. SChoenwetter 19.1D). have consistently reported , 
the occurrence of an essentially non-variant pollen record from Hohokam s1tes 
irrespective of the feature contexts sampled. The results of the trash-filled 
pH deposit samples i l l ustrated on Table I are �mollY typical. Further. a normal 
characteristic Of such results is that the patterns of palynological variation 
existing i n  the record are as easily explained as an effect of chance as any 
alternative , including pl ausi ble cultural ecolooical reconstructions. 
It Should also be recognized that the fossil record does not provide 
Internal evidence whfch can detail the geo(jraphical extent of tne plant popul ation 
represented. Modern surface sediment pollen records (which m� or may not be 
adequate homolouges of those obtained from archaeologfcal contexts), m� be 
interpreted distinctively on this issue. All investigators (Hevly. et al 1 968, - -
SCtmenwetter and Dorshlag 1971 , Gish 197$', 1 978b. Cross 1978) agree that 
there i s  no evident correspondence between the character of the plant community 
1 
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exist1ng at the sampling locus and the character of the pollen rain 1n the Sonoran 
Desert. But they do not agree on what controllin(J parameters effect observed 
statistically signi ficant vari ations. Schoenwetter and Dorshlao (1971)  sugqest . . 
that very local , habitat·specific. effective moisture values control some parti-
culars of the variation observed. Gish ( 1 97ab ) disagrees , and argues that the 
control l i n g  variable i s  more l i kely to be pollen production responses of the 
i,lnemogamous flora of 11 territory extending well beyond the confines of the 
sampled locus. Cross (1978) dlsagrees further, arguing tllat the depositional 
context of the sample strongly affects the preservat10n potential of different 
pollen taxa and introduces variabil fty. In his view, geographical l y  d e l i mfted 
plant populations may not be represented i n  the pollen rains of Sonoran Desert 
sediment samples at a l l .  
Given a lack o f  consensus or clear evidence regarding the mean1nQ o f  statis­
tically significant variability in SOnoran Desert pollen records, and faced with 
a s1tuation i� Wh1ch the variab1l i ty observed in the foss1l record may be explai�ed 
as a result of chance , most investi gators nave interpreted the fossil records 
of Hohokam contexts 1n conservative terms. They nave tended to seek explana-
tions only for the more strongly patterned aspects of the record, and related 
them to factors l i kely to sign1ficantly affect pollen production by local plant 
populations. In tler more recent W{lrk. Gistl (e.Q. 1979a) has diverqed from this 
tendency 1n her wlll ingness to argue cultural ecological siQnificance of the 
occurrence o f  pollen aggre!lates of culti vated and zoophilous taxa. Here too, 
however, the argument is based upon the general patterns of biological adapta­
tion of the taxa involved, rather than assessment of the pollen record as a 
dependent variable fluctuating in response to human behavior. From the perspec-
tive of spermatophyte reproduction biology, dispersal of a pollen aggregate into 
the atmosphere 1s an inefficient, energy wasteful , event; 1n a word, maladaptive. 
When i t  occurs as a regular condition of the fossil record, an explanation based 
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upon other criteria than factors responsible for the reproducti ve success of the 
pollen producer seems called for. 
Intra-feature Var' abH fty 
Bohrer (1966, 1968), Hi l l  and Hevly (1968) and Lytle (1971) have assessed 
Intra-feature variabi l i ty in archaeol ogical context pollen records as a response 
to human activities. In those cases, however, replicate samples of the sam! 
provenience have ei ther failed to yield sufficient pollen for analysis or have 
been unavaflable. Rankin (1980, n . d. ) has analyzed pollen from different 
sectors of the same house floor I n  two di fferent parts of the Southwest. �hen 
not directly associ ated with architectural feetures (e.g. pits, hearths) or 
function-specific artifacts (metates , manes ) she has obser�ed horrogeneity In 
non-ethnobotanlc pollen taxa but occasional s i gnificant �arlabflity I n  ethno­
botanic taxa. The latter are the sort which are displayed as ratios i n  this 
study. Ranki n ' s  results are not $uoported by the !:"Ore Intensive research effort 
undertaken by Lytle-�ebb (1978:23), who compared repli cate floor deposit pol1en 
records from nine houses at Ushk�llsh P.uln. Throuoh use of a Chi Square statis­
tic, lytle-I-:ebb tested the hypothesis that the pollen records of �o or rmre 
samples from a given house floor were fT'jOmbers of the sarr,e population. Four of the 
house floor<:; fail ed the test. In those cases, however. i t  was non-ethnobotanfc 
taxa which introduced �arfance into the record , not ethnobotanlc taxa. 
There were three cases In ..zhich replicate sa�ples of the sarr.e aithouse floor 
were selected at los Horoos. (Features 1 ,  140 and 191 ) ,  but only one si\Tl'ple 
from Features 140 and 191 yielded sufficient pollen for analysis.  In the case of 
the ball court (Fea. 340) �o of the three saJl"!?les selected were clearly from 
the sa;:;e floor context. Field records are arrbiguous concern In!) the third sarr:ple 
because the field situation was not as clear. 
The pollen frequency records of the four floor context sarl'les from Feature 1 
























T.lble V. Observed pollen aggregates 



















�arfabf l l tY I n  ethnobotanfc pollen ratios and no sfgnlflcant variation occurs in 
the nunters of pollen grain aqgregates (Table V). This result Is el\actly paralleled 
In the two floor context sallllles from the bal l court which were clearly from tile 
same context. (Table IVB) Tile other sample has a si qni fi cantly Increased Chenopod· 
lnneae frequency value and II signi fi cantly decreased frequ!!ncy �al ue for Ambroslele 
pol l en. r be 1 f eve these aberat! ons are functions of ml s I 6ent1fl ca tlon of sImp1 e 
context. Th�t i s ,  the third ball tourt floor sar.:ple is not from the sar..e floor 
a s  the others. 
Significant fntra·feature varhb l l l ty Is expressed In the pollen ratfos data 
of the canal In-fll1 deposits (Table IVe) but l'lI:htfng strdlgrapll1c Information 
indi cates thi s may be a temporal distinction. The�e canal fill sa�pl es were 
selected as controls for comparison 'oIith pollen data recovered from sedlr.:ents 
di rectly associ ated 'oIi th the surfaces of freta tes embedded 1 n the calla 1 deposi ts 
�_I T<l�c.I.. 
(Gfsh 1978a ) .  ,. u�les 1 and 3 wen collected at the sar..e depth as the Jr.etates 
(77 CI!'I below surface), whl1e u.�le 4 .... as col l ected 10 em above the other two . The 
pollen ratio values for Nyctagfnaceae and Sohaeralcea pollen in sa�les 1 and 3 
are significantly different from the vlllues for those taxa i n  sarr:ple 4 ,  but not 
significantly different froM each other. 
At Los Hcmos. intra-feature variabi l i ty I n  pollen records seems no better 
evidenced for floor context cr canal i n-fi l l data than for trash-fi l led p i t  
context data. If anything. there is somewhat less evidence for the scrt of 
intrll-feature vllrfatlons others have reported and i nterpreted as responsed to 
human behavior. 
Inter-feature Varlab1li ty 
CroSS-feature cO"parison of the Los Hornos pollen records allows assessment 
• 
of the results obtained from different house features (Table I�) and also those 
obtained fro", di fferent kinds of features (Table VI) .  Both comparlsons document 
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• • " " � � 
• • 
R " • • " • " • � � � � • • 0 " " • 0 � 0 • 0 • 0 � 
Pollen � OJ � -• 0 " � 
Taxa - 0 • � - - , 0 � � 0 � , v � • -• • - • 
• , 0 � • • � � � 
Pinus 0,8 0.3 0.3 
Quercus 0.5 0.2 
Yucca 0.5 0.2 
Ephedra-N 0.3 0 . 5  
Cercfdlum O. 1 0.2 
Papl1 1 1ono Ideae 0.6 0.3 
Chenopodinneae 55.2 57,0 51 . 3  81 . 0  
Ambrosfeae 10.5 7 . 3  1 0 . 9  1 1 .  4 
Tubulffl orae 13.5 111.4 15.8 4.1  
Gr,unlneae 1 4 . 3  14.7 1 8 . 2  0.3 
Tldestroe-nla 0.1  0.9 
Onagrac:eae 0.3 O. I 
Kallestroemia 0 . 2  
Plantago 0.1  
Unknowns 2.8 3.5 3.5 1.7 
• 2.450 1 , 38 5 203 717 
2 .. 
e11 fndropuntia 
Nyc tilg i n�cea e 
Sphaeralcea 
Cucurbf til 
.02 . 03  
.OJ .04 .01 
.OJ .OS .OJ .00 
.OJ .02 .01 .05 
Table VI. Population mean values 
for spectra of different features 
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�he occurrence of statistically significant variation in pollen frequencies, 
pollen ratios, and pollen aqgregate values. 
Slon1ficant variations In the frequem;y val ues for Chenopodinneae and 
Gramineae pollen occur In house 14-L and also evidence signifi cant variation I n  
Tubuliflorae frequency values. All the records with variant pollen frequ!!ncy 
values come from a different part of the site and were observed by a di fferent 
investigator (Gish 1978). They also may represent a different temporal horl�on. 
Given this situation, it I s  difficult to argue that the varfability evidenced 
has anything to do w1th feature function - pollen relationships. 
Significant variation which I s  unll�ely to be an effect of chance occurs 
in a nur:ter of comparisons of pollen ratios. Positive departures from mean 
population values for � and Cyli ndropuntia pollen occur in house feature 1 9 l ,  
and for Nyctaginaceae pollen in house feature 14·L. The canal in·fl11 deposits 
contain s i gnificantly larger amounts of Sphaeral cea pollen than other kinds of 
samples, and significantly more Ilyctagi naceae pollen than occurs l n  trash pit o r  
b a l l  court salJll es. The canal 1n·f111 and ball court floor sarr,ples contain 
signlficantly less Zea and Cyli ndrop�t1a pollen than house floor and trash p i t  
samples. Trash·fi lled pit deposits contaln si�nificantly greater quantities of 
Chenopodinneae and NyctaQinaceae aggregates than the samples from other kinds 
of features. 
Ratio value copparisons indicate that the most aberrant pollen records COQe 
from ball court floors. This seelTlS not so much a result of the spec1al1�ed 
function of this type of feature, ho;:ever, as i t  i s  a result of the indications 
that food resource util ization behavior was ori ented fairly consistantly towards 
a l l  the other feature types. A close relationship between the food resource 
'Jtll hatlon behavior occurring on house floors and that evidenced for trash pits 
might be expected, since the trash could represent floor sweepings and waste oro-
Oucts disposal from th� houses. But a similarity betwel'!n the food ut1Tization 
activities of houses and canals i s  not expected. 
Glsh (1978a) has argued that this expectation may be biased by lack of 
recognition that canals provide benefits beyond domestic and aqrfcul tural water. 
Borher {1970j pointed out that canals constltued extensions of the riparian 
habitat Desert Scrub ecological niche. Gish not. < :  
Canal el'!;bankl".ents provide beneficial habitats for many plant 
species, including numbers of the Chenopodfaceae, Arnaranthaceae, 
"'''  1 vaceae, Onagraceae. Nyctagf naceae. Cruel ferae i,lnd Corr:posl tae. 
Prehistorically. many of these plant species ... 'ere �st l ikely 
exploited directly along canal situations (Gfsh 1973a :15) 
Glsh's reasoning serves well to explain the higher ratio values of Ilyctaginaceae 
and Sphoieraleca pollen in  the canal depos1ts and also the basic similarity between 
canal, floor and trash deposits as �gards the pollen ratios of food resource 
plants. A behavioral interpretation of the distribution of these values 1 s  that 
canal deposHs reflect the location where the plants were processed for use, the 
,.'tled 
house floorsAthe locations where the resource product was used, and the trash 'rttlo.t 
deposits toe locations where waste rr.aterlals resulting from use were discarded . • 
Significantly hi�her pollen ratio values for Zea and Cyl1ndropuntia pollen 
occur i n  domiciliary contexts than H,e other contexts , and the ubiquity value for 
Cucurbfta pollen is significantly greater for trash contexts than any of the 
others. Cylindropuntia and Cucurbita are zo=:ophflous taxa. Zea is  anemophilous - > 
but surface sedi�nt pollen records collected from rr�fze fields (Berli n  �t !l 
1977, Fish 1971) and the follage of rr.aiz.e plants (Bohrer 1 972) dem:)nstrate that 
Zea pollen is  not widely dispersed fro� the parent producer. Zea, then, is  an 
anem:)phllous taxon which has evolved a pollination n:echanfsm acting to the same 
effect as that employed by zoophilous taxa. 
If �, Cucurbita and Cylindrouuntia are considered as zoophilous taxa, the 
variant distributions of their pollen In  these records may be exp1a1ned as func­
tions of oUl:-oln activity patterns differentiated by distinctive activity Toci. All 
1 
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three are reC09nized as food resources which may be stored for subsequent consump-
ticn. But, judging b� ethnographic analogs, those portions of the pl ants which 
are stored have different probabilities of resulting I n  the distribution of 
unusually high pollen values i n  sedircent samples. Ethnographlcally, Cyli ndropun-
tla i s  stored in the form of roasted flower buds. Zea I s  stripped of its husk. 
and sometimes Shelled, for storage. Cucurbita flowers are eaten raw or cooked, 
but the stored portion I s  the dried mature fruit. Pollen would be expected to 
• 
re��ln within the rested buds of Cylf ndropuntfa i n  large quantities when stored, , 
�ut root expected to adhere to the dried rind of stored Cucurbfta or to �dfze cobs 
and kernel s .  Cucurblta pollen would be expected to be recovered I n  large quan-
titles only as a result of flower consumptio n ,  and then only i n  those portions 
of the occupation area where quantities of Cucurbita flowers were processed for 
cooking simul taneously. low, but consistent, values for Cucurblta pollen might 
be expected where cooking or l�trine waste d1sposal occurred i f  flower consumption 
was a custorrary pattern of behavior. Cooking waste would not expectably contain 
large quantities of � pollen, since the material cooked is flour ground from 
the seed and the pollen clings to the husk. The area in which corn husks were 
disposed of would expectably contain quantities of Zea pollen, but dried husk 
rraterial may ha�e been too valuable as a tinder source to be siltply thrown away . 
Ethnographi cally. stored roasted chol 1 a  buds are ground to coarse flour before 
addition to stews and meats (Green�,ouse 1 9 7 9 ) .  Large �uantlties of Cylindropun-
tia pollen would expectably occur in the areas where food I.'as prepared as Ile11 
as I n  areas of cooking waste and latrine waste disposal . 
The observed distribution of variant quantities of the pollen of the$e V,ree 
taxa i s  consistent with the interpretation tnat two of the five domi c i l iary struc­
tures studied were locations where corn husks or foliase were stored (F.191 and 
F.14-Ll. w�ile the other three houses did not serve such a function. IPI'epes\iFgly, 
.t�e3e t\,� str!lctlJreS date to t�e SBleiilal 'e, Iud oeGIlpat1on Of IOi UBI MS, "!ill! tile 
1 
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Ot�el'! �jltQ /TQFe I'eee"Uy . The distribution of Cucurbita pollen i n  trash deposits 
suggests a l atrine fUnction for such features .  The occasional occurrence of high. 
but not stati stically significant, ratio values for Zea and Cyl1ndropuntia pollen 
I n  trash deposits s�ples reinforces this reconstruction and Is not consistent with 
an 1nterpretati on of the trash In trash-filled pfts as cooking waste. 
Though an:lun;ent from negative data Is normally abjured In behavioral reconstruc­
tion. certain negatfve patterns In these data offer hypotheses testable with other 
research designs. Perhaps the most striking is the lack of correspondence i n  the 
pollen aggregate data when comparisons are drawn between the trash records and those 
of other features. The frequency of Chenopodinneae pollen aggregates i n  trash sam­
ples i s  consistent with the interpretation that hur�n activities i n  the site environs 
created a habitat to which Chenopodinneae pollen producers were extraordinarily well 
adapted, But i f  that interpretation applies to the site as a whole rather than the 
fmmediate enyiron�nt of the trash pit features ther.selves (or the immediate envfron-
ment of the source of the trash if one assumes i t  i s  redeposited), the sar.e pattern 
should occur i n  pollen records of other types of features as �iell , This 1 s  not the 
case. further, if seeds of Chenapodinneae taxa were harvested for food and stored 
• 
for later consumption in pithouses, one would expect to observe signi ficantly large 
• 
number of Chenopodfnneae pollen aggregates i n  these locales. This also i s  not the 
case. The pattern expressed by the Chenopodinneae pollen aggregate data, in fact, 
compaN!s favorably only to that expressed by the pollen ublquity values for Cucur­
� pollen. This suggests that the distribution of Chenopodinneae aggregates is a 
measure of the latrine function of trash-fi lled pits rather than a reflection of 
habitat rrodiffcatl on. During the Colonial Period, domicili ary storage of (taize husks 
and cholla buds seems 1ndicated but storage of denopod and ar.1aranth seeds seer.:s 
contra-indicated. During later horizon� of occupation, the record appears to support 
the interpretation that domicil iary structures �iere not used as storage locations for 
any foodstuffs . 
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Another interesting pattern i s  t�e lack of any si gnificant pollen ratio Of 
pollen aggregate variances from statistical zero in the recoros of ball court floor 
sar.ples. One interpretation of this result Is that the presumed specialized function 
of the ball court feature 1 5  pa1yno10g1(a11y reflected I n  thls fasllfon. However, 
such an interpretation would not account for the fact that the records from osten­
sibly conter.lporary pfthouse floors show the same lack of variances. It seems more 
reasonable to suggest tllat the distinctive functions of these different sorts of 
features are simply not reflected In pollen records of 100 and 200-graln r.lagnitude 
I n  fashions amenable to univariate analysi s .  
Two patterns of fnter-feature variation occur I n  the ubiquity data ",'hen fre­
quency values are considered. 80th �y result from the effects of chance upon 
sampl ing, but one pattern Is stronger th�n the other. The stronger pattern I s  the 
possibly significant constancy of occurrence of Larrea pollen in the canal In-fill 
�ords. Since Larrea I s  a zoophi lous ta�on. and 1ts occurrence I s  expectably 
erratic, It's reasonably constant occurrence In this context may relate to the func-
tlon of the canals 1n providing an Improved habitat for creosote reproduction. 
The wea�er pattern 1s the rore ubfquftious occurrence of Ephedra pollen in pithouse 
floor samples than other sa�les. Ephedra i s  an anemophflous taxon which would be 
expected to occur with the sa�e constancy In sanples of any provenience category . 
Since 1 t  does not, Hs ubiquity in piU,ouse floor conte�ts suggest a possible 10-
caJ1zed use. It might h�ve been a construction material for roofed structures. 
SUrrr.lary 
Certain patterns of variation in the pollen record suggest reconstructions 
of feature-specific behavior patterns related to man-plant interactions. Canal 
embanl:r.:ents, for exa�ple. can be argued to represent locations where resource 
'xtractfon-and-processfng activities ",ere undertaken directed towards local concen­
trations of plants producing r(yctlginaceae ar.d Sohaeralcea pol len. The trash of 
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trash�fl 1 1 � d  pits yi el ds a pollen record most adequately interpreted as reflecting 
a latrine function. though other uses of pit features may be evident In fashions 
not reflected I n  univari ate pollen analyses. The pollen record of presu�ed domi c i l e  
floors may be interpreted as reflecting storage of both wild (Cylf ndropuntfa) and 
cultivated {Zeal resources In the Col onial Period, but relinquishing that function 
;� I .. ��t t">+ 
� durf ng later horizons of occupation. Though Nyctaginaceae and Sphaeralcea seem to 
have been collected and processed for use i n  the sa�e areas of Los Hornos, the 
record suggests the extracted resources were utilized In different locations (Nyc­
tagfnaceae I n  domiciliary areas but Sphaeralcea elsewhere) and their waste products 
were disposed of differently (Sphaeralcea i n  possible latrine was te but tlyctaginaceae 
e l sewhere) .  Cucurbita flowers seem to have been consumed, but not stored i n  houses 
at any period of occupati o n .  The sa�e interpretation may apply to the seeds of chen� 
opods and/or amaranths. The feature�specific character of significantly high num� 
bers of Chenopodinneae pollen aggregates seems better explained i n  terms of latrine 
waste disposal than habitat �odificatfon. 
Such reconstructions are the sort anticipated to result from pollen studies 
of feature context data according to anthropological theory. Caution should be 
exer<:i sed I n  accepting them as der.,onstrated. however, for two reasons. First, 
these reconstructions are plausible interpretations of the record but not necessur� 
Ily the only plausible reconstructions that could be made. Second, the theory used 
to Identi fy palynological records er1enable to interpretation i n  tenns of human ac� 
tlvfty requires assessment of normal and abnormal patterns of pollen production, 
dispersal and preservation . Such patterns have nothing whatever to do with the 
presur.�d use of the featUres saWopl es . 
The combined affect of these cautionary remarks i s  methodologically significant 
for ar<:haeologists concerned with the value of pollen records fn reconstructing 
patterned fnteractions between h�an populations end plant resources .  The arch· 
aeologfst cannot make the general assur.ption that features of different function 
1 
Ore 1Hely to yield pollen records of dffferent sorts because they are locales of 
distinctive man-plant Interactions. As in the present case, the assumption r.�y 
prove warranted. But the particular situation will depend on the reproductfve 
biology of the taxa occurring In the pollen record. In many Instances the repro­
ductive biol ogy of the taxa observed �� preclude analyses which can be Interpreted 
I n  �nthropologlcal terms. Of further relevance I s  our recognI tIon that Inter­
pretable patterns I n  pollen records only exist in the form of statistically signi­
ficant data variations. The procedures used to Identify such variations. then, 
and the biological knowledge which justifies the use of certain procedures and not 
others, condition the use of palynological Information In  such reconstructions. 
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POlWI CHROiIOL�f;Y 
Theorv and r:ethodolooy 
The nost inportant problem this study wished to �ddress was that of pollen 
chronology. Pollen chronology construction 1 s  an exercise i n  biostratigraphy. 
One independently establ ishes the relative temporal order of a series of pollen 
records, seeks to identify biological variation which corresponds to the passage 
of tl�, and evaluates the proposition that apparent temporal ly ordered variation 
I s  of strati grap hi c  value. ne classic fonus of biostratigraphic analysis are 
paleontologi cal , and the biological variation Identified I s the seQuential adao-
tlve norpnologlcal changes marine i nvertebrates unden1ent as a resnonse to evo­
lutionary h'c/s. There I s  a ver," slonHlcant difference i n  scale hetlo!een bio­
stratigraphic analysis of this classical sort and the �nalyses ,!f! v/Ould anply to 
pollen assenbleges to discern regional or intra-site variations occurring on the 
'Jrder of decades or centuries. Yet the principle i s  i�entlcal:  one seeks to 
i dentify the adaptive responses of biological populations which occur as a result 
Of the laws of evolutionary change. At the scale of paleontological studies, 
adaptatiOns are visible as morphologica l  changes. At the scale of archaeological 
studies, they are visible as popul ation changes occurring as a result of modifi­
cations of habitat. 
While all �diffcatlons of habitat have temporal referents , a l l  are not of 
stratigraphic value. The construction of a trash rr:ound at an archaeological 
sHe, for exa;npl e ,  constitutes a c':an1e i n  habitat. Th� local oO'lul ation of 
s�er-�tophyte nlents rlust ada�t to i t  or t:ecorle extinct. NOrmally, those taxa 
whose vitality and reproductive success i s  benefited in the changed habitat w i l l  
co�plete successfully against those taxa whose vitality i s  adversely affected by 
the change. The resultant adaptation Sif the population i s  a modi fication i n  the 
relative proportions o f  the taxa i t  incorporates. This adaptive ch�nge, however, 
may not be clearly expressed 1 n  the pollen rain of the affected flora or i t  may 
, 
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le expressed at the mound location but not expressed 1n the foss11 records of 
other parts of the site. In such cases the biological variatfons one can identify 
and relate to temporally ordered events have no stratigraphic value. 
Pollen chronologies are tr�itlonally developed on the evidence provided 
by bog and laucustrlne sediment cores, The relative stratigraphic positions of 
samples removed from the cores establi shes the temporal order of the pollen records 
(often reinforced by associ ated radiocarbon date s ) ,  The fact that the depositional 
context of the sampled sediments 1s geologically stable 1s sign1ficant, for i t  
lends credence to the assumption that variations which occur 1 n  the pollen record 
over time reflect floristic responses to regional scale varIables affect1ng the 
evolutionary trajectories of large vegetation populations (e,g, climatic change) , 
Variables of this order have a high probab1 l i ty of stratigraphic value; th�t i s ,  
they are l ikely to allow correlation from one location to another, But as i s  
JPparent from the example of the last paragraph, the princ1ples of blostrati· 
graphic analysis may apply to sf tuations i n  which human behavior pret1pf tates the 
existence of chronol ogically ordered changes i n  the pollen sequence , The issue 
i s  not whether the biological variations identifiable 1n a series of temporally 
ordered records are the result of human behavior, forces of nature or sone combi­
nation of the two .  The issue i s  whether or not the ostensibly temporally ordered 
variation one can observe at one location can be correlated with the variation 
observed at another. If it can, a pollen chronology can be establ ished; i f  it 
cannot. a pollen chronology cannot be established. 
It should be noted that constructing a pollen chronology does not demand an 
interpretation or assessment of the biological variations which are identified. 
Recognition of a biological change (for example. a relative increase i n  the fre· 
quency of Chenopodf nneae pollen) which can be correlated between two or more loca­
tfons 1 s  sufficient for chronology construction i n  and of itself. One does not 
need to comprehend what conditions precipitated the change or what floristiC,or 
• 
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climatic conditions it may represent. Uninterpreted pollen chronolo�fes are of 
little general value, of courSe, and are not a normal objective of pollen analysis. 
They may .  however, be significant for intra-site tefllloral analysts 1n archaeol oolcal 
situations. In a l arge site where logistical considerations demand l fmited testing. 
for exampl e ,  biostratigraphic correlation of provenience units through the medium 
of a pollen chronology wl11 provide intra-site relative datlna which is at least 
as secure as that one � obtain through comparisons of artifact types or seriation 
procedures. This is true whether 'or not the blolooical variations upon .. flfch the 
chronolo�I.Y is based are interpreted or even interpretable. 
The problems whlch adversely affect pollen chronoloqy constructions �ased 
on archaeological context data are not problems of the application of method­
olo(lical principles. They are lootstical , The relative temporal order of the 
samples used for constructing a pollen chronoloQY must � known independently. 
Stratigraphic positioning can be used for this purpose as can chronometric dates. 
The di rect association of artifact assembleges whose relative temporal positions 
are known or estimable can also �e used. Intra-site stratioraphic analysis, how-
ever, Is rarely accompl ished in archaeoloQY to the standards a geolooist would 
employ. The nonnal routine 1s to select a few exposures within the site (occasion­
ally only one exposure) and use them to characterize the intra-site stratl�raphic 
record. Tne relative temporal order of the pollen samples collected from the 
exposures examined would be known in this situation, but the exact relative temporal 
position of samples col l ected elsewhere are not assessable from their stratigraphic 
position. Samples of tnis latter group might be related to those of the fOrT11E.'r 
group by what Dean (1978) refers to as "brldgino events . "  If the saJl1l1es recovered 
from a particular stratum in the exposures were associated with a specific chrono­
• 
metic date or the specific asse�leqe of artifacts diaqnostic of a te�oral phase, • 
�amples recovered el sewhere which are similarly associated can �e considered as 
hJving a similar absolute or relative antiquity, The difficulty With this approach 
1 
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i s  that the samples required to construct a pollen chronology could not be identi­
fied lIntn �ll independent means of dating their proveniences had already been 
applied. In other wordS ; the pollen analysis could not proceed unttl all arti fo.C.t..;...1 
• 
and chronometlc analyses had been completed. , 
The archaeologist may overcome this problem by the collection and analysis 
of many pollen talum sequences from a number of mapped (I.e. profiled) exposures. 
However, each sample in a column has a unique temporal position as a reSult of its 
stratigraphic relationship to the others. As such i t  yields a single pollen record 
representing a specHic deposHional interval . In a h�e or bog. where one can 
anticipate that natural variables of regional scale condition the nature of pollen 
records, the reSults of a single sample may be adequate to characteri ze the pollen 
rain of a tine 1nterval. But in an archaeological context , where one anticipates 
that highlY localized human behavior patterns may condition the nature of pollen 
records , i t  i s  doubtful if the results of a few samples can be trusted to adequately 
characterize the pollen rain of a teqJoral irlterval . One would prefer to consider 
the results of a statistically adequate group of samples of any given time interval 
for thfs purpOSe. Thus i t  1s not only necessary to collect and analyze many 
pollen colur:n sequences. One must also desiQn the; collection strategy so that 
it will be l i kely to provide numbers of pollen samples of the same stratiqraphic 
positfon {"i3.. . i)J,Hr " ... l 4.!. ....... s l'l'Tl), 
FrQm the perspective of practical archaeological work, pollen chronology con-
struction presents logistical difficulties of some maon1tude. Laroe number.; of 
sediment samples must be collected during field operations, both as col umn sequences 
and from potentially datable proveniences. &\lJ1lle coll ection is not difficult or 
labor intensive, but management and curation difficulties increase dramatically 
when the numbers of samples coll ected rise from scores to hundreds and thousands. 
Jnce collection ceases, the decision must be made whether or not to undertake the 
analysis of as few samples as possible for the purpose of chronology construction. 
1 
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The flnancfal advantage of tllis strategy rrt.Ist be wef!lhed against the requirement of 
independent evidence of relative chronoloolcal position. The smal ler the number 
of pollen samples analyzed, the more securely the relative temporal position 
of each sample must be evaluable on independent grollllds. tlonnally. this inforn\i!.tlon 
will not be available unttl the bul� of analysis of the stte's internal strati­
graphy and assessments of the temporal significance of the artifact inventories 
of provenience units have been completed. To save money, pollen chronology 
construction should be one of the last analytic jobs perfonned. But this could 
constitute false economY. since the character of a pollen clironoloqy may indicate 
that r:ethodological or theoretical problems exist In the ways the arcllaeolo!,lcal 
analyses were accompl i slled. 
The alternative strategy (proceeding wHII tile analysis of relatively larqe 
numbers of stratigraphically organized samples soon after sample collection has 
-;eased) creates different, but no less slwrlf1cant. logistical problems, It Jl'<ly 
be a very costly strategy. depending on the level of statistical adequacy esta� 
bllshed for Identification and delineation of the pollen chronology units. It 
Is also a rls� strategy, since there Is no guarantee that a statistically satis­
factory number of pollen colSlts of each unit of the chronology will be recovered. 
LnTess unusual preparations are made In advance 1 
the nonnal way of resol ving those logistical problems Is one of comproll11se. $ome, 
but not many , pollen samples are col lected from stratioraphlc e�posures which, 
as a matter of field judgement, offer unusual promise as bases for establ 1shlnq 
a pollen chronology. ��st of the samples are collected from provenience units 
on the assumption that they can ultimately be securely dated Independently throuqh 
bridging events. Solre, but not rr.any, sall'flles are collected In direct association 
r 
with radiocarbon or archaeom.lgnetlsm samples amenable to chronometic analysis.  The • 
• tterr;:.t to construct a pollen chronology will then draw upon sampl es of all these 
cat2gorles to the nurrbers possible within fhcal and schedule constraints. 
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crnstructlM a los I-brnos PolTen ChronoloClY 
Two stratigraphic column pol len sequences representing exposures of deposi­
tional events unaffected by human behavior had been collected at los Homos. One 
column of samples was collected at Scm intervals from the deposits which lnfl11ed 
the ball court, Feature 340. ' This pollen series Is  potentially datable 
to any one or rrore of several archaeological phase intervals subsequent to the last 
use of the ball court 1n the Sedentary Period. Unfortunately. the excavation stra-
tegy applied to the ball court f111 deposits precluded recovery of temporally 
diagnostic pottery In direct association with the pollen samples, and indirect 
associations of pottery and the pollen samples are presently too l imited to provide 
adequate dates. The available Information thus neither Supports nor denies an 
interpretation of the pollen sequence as of probable Classic Period aoe. 
The other pollen sequence was recovered from banded silt and sand deposits 
lnf1111no a large feature assessed as a borrow pit (Feature 22). The feature 
appears to have been excavated throuoh and below the caliche horizon of the local 
sedirrentological sequence from a point stratigraphically related to house floors 
and other indicators of the Classic Period. Ostensibly. then, the samples were 
deposited during the Classic Period occupation. In any case, the pollen sequence 
Is  capped by deposits containino pottery attributable to the ClaSSic PeriOd. 
The Feature 340 sequence (Table VII) docurrents no slgnfficant varhtions 
throuoh time in  either pollen frequency or pollen ratio values wfth the excep­
tion of the ratio value for NYcta�inaceae pollen in sample 2. which may be an 
accident of sampl1ng. Thouqh the pollen frequency and pollen ratto values are 
similar to those representino the upper floor of the ball court feature , which 
Is  thought to date from the Sedentary Period, ubiquity values for Yucca and 
Sa�obatus pollen are dissimilar. 
Three of the ten samples of the Feature 340 sequence fafTed to yield 
l 
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Ouffi dent pollen for an�lysis. As two of the three derive from the same 
ten centimeter interval in the depositional sequence, ft seems l i kely that 
mfcrostratlgraphic distinctions in the depositional history of the lnfil1ino 
process account for this anolOClly. One pollen aqareoate of Chenopodinneae pollen 
occurred in samples 6 and B and one Ambrosieae aOQreoate occurred 1n sample 9. 
But there Is no pattern of slonificant variation which may be interpreted In 
terms of temporal ordering- or related to other patterns In the aggr@(Jates data. 
Eight of the 10 pollen samples of the Feature 22 tnf111 deposits (Table VIIT)  
were col l ected from s i l t  lenses, while only 2 samples were analyzed o f  the 14 
collected from di fferent sand lenses. As a rule of thumb, sandy deposits are 
somewhat less l ikely to contain extractable fossil pollen. Our decision to 
limit major investment in the study of the Feature 22 salT1lles to the silt 
lenses was justified on those grounds. As i t  turned out, however, pollen recovery 
was only sl ightly less feasible for sand than silt deposits and seems to relate 
to temporal position rather thin depositional context. 
The Feature 22 pollen sequence is divisible into two biostratigraphic zones 
on the basis of pollen frequency values. The older zone i s  characterized by 
significantly higher mean Chenopodinneae pollen frequency values i n  the deposits 
below 105 em depth, and coincident low mean Tubull florae pollen frequency values. 
The younger zone is characterized by the reverse of this pattern In the samples 
collected above 76 am depth. The sa�ple coll ected at 92�96 em depth Is anomolous 
i n  that i t  yields a Tubullflorae pollen frequency value significantly l arger than 
those characteri zi ng the younger zone. 8i os trati graph1c zones, hO'Hever, cannot 
legitimately be established on the basis of single pollen records because the 
effect of chance cannot be eliminated from consideration I n  such cases. The two 
defens ible pollen zones of the sequence, then. are separated by a possible�·but 
not dffilons trab 1 e··th1 rd zone . 
Though there i s  no evidence which would indicate that the Feature 22 pollen 
QecordS d�te to any other possible interval of time, none of them yield 




Period at los Hornos. The value of the biological variabi l i ty observed to con-
structlon of a los Harnos pollen chronology. then. seems to be ni l . 
There are, however. no pollen records from los Hornos whIch are Indepen-
dently dated to the Soho phase of the Classic Period on the orounds o f  assoclated 
ceramic types. One Interpretation of the Feature 22 sequence Is that the pollen 
zones observed represent the pollen rain patterns of the Soho phase interval . �hl1e 
plausabl e .  this i nterpretation Is unwieldy because It requires adoption of the 
inference that during part of the Soho Phase adaptive interactions of the l ocal 
flora were of a totally different nature than occurred i n  any of the preceeding 
i nterval s .  Another 1nterpretation of the sequence is that the pollen frequency 
values observed are strongly influenced by local overrepresentation of the 
Tubu11florae pollen producers. This i nterpretation would be consistent with the 
inference that the deposits represent not more than a few rapid, seasonally 
constrained, depositional events. 
The or1ginal conception controlling the selection of samoles for pollen 
chronology construction was that there was some prospect that the pollen records 
of these two sequences could be correlated, since one was of post-Sedentary 
Period age and the other was of the subsequent Classic PeriOd. Presumin� that 
1 t  would be possible to establish a "floatinq" pollen chronology relevant to the 
post-Sedentary Period occupation of Los Hernes, i t  was thou�ht that the pol l en 
records of the trash pHs and features selected for study for other problem areas 
might be related to the chronology on the basis of associated, temporally diag-
nostlc. ceramics. Unfortunately, the original assumption proved unjustified. 
There i s  no siqnificant palynological variability at all 1 n  one of the pollen 
sequences, and that which occur-S i n  the other is not of stratigraphic value. 
An attempt to construct a chronology from the pollen records of trash·filled pits 
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�nd features which are controlled by associated 
materials also failed. 
temporally diagnostic ceramic 
Pollen records from trash pit features 1 6 .  9'1, 75, 218. 430A. and 485 are, 
wlth three possible exceptions, derived from mixed deposHs according to Abtlot 
and Lindauer's analysis (this volume ) .  The pollen rain they contain cannot. 
then, be assumed to represent a single interval of time. The exceptions are 
the sample from the basal deposit of F .  485 and the two lowermost pollen records 
from F. 218. Associated pottery indi cates that the F. 218 records are of the 
Sacaton phase, but do not identify when the deposits were laid down during that 
two hundred year interval . There ts one Santa Cruz type decorated potsherd 
directly associated with the pollen sample of F.  485. It i s  an inadequate basis 
for dati ng .  
Though a number of the pollen samples analyzed were collected from micro-
stratffled proveniences i n  architectural features from los Hornos, the associated 
ceramic materials rarely provide usuabTe dates. Features 140 and T are both 
assigned to the Classic Period on the basis of the occurrence of casa Grande Ri8, 
Salt Red or Gila Palychrome sherds in the fill or roof fall deposfts.  The only 
direct association of temporally dia�nostic pottery with the sediments sampled 
for the pollen study, however, Is one Gila Palychrome potsherd on the floor of 
Feature 140. Again,  one sherd Is an i nadequate basis for dating. 
Features 8 and 170 are plthouse structures attributed to the transfstfan perlad 
between the Sacaton and Soho phases. A late style Sacaton RIB vessel fragment 
lay an the prepared surface sampled for pallen at Feature B. No temporally 
diagnostic pottery was recovered in direct association with the striltffied hearth 
sediment samples of this feature which were analyzed. Salt Red, however, was 
recovered from the pithouse fi l l .  The floor sample from Feature 170 was indirect­
ly associated with Sacaton RIB vessels.  No temporally diagnostic pottery was 
recovered in  association with the stratified hearth samples of this feature, but 
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tasa Grande RIB occurred i n  the pi thouse fi l l .  
• The Feature 170 and Feature 8 pollen records are slgnlffc:antly different 
from each other I n  respect Chenopodinneae pollen. Both hearth fill pollen records 
from Feature 170 contain significantly greater amounts of Chenopodlnneae pollen 
than the ��an vaTue of the population of pollen records which �y be attri buted 
to the transition horizon, and the lower hearth ffll and the floor pollen records 
of Feature 8 contain significantly smal ler amounts. Statistically significant 
variabi l i ty h also observed fn the frequency values for Tubul1florae and Gramlneae 
pollen, though this i s  l i kely to be a function of reduced constraint. Statis­
tically significant varhtfon I s  also documentable for the lea poTlen ratio of 
two samples from Feature 170, and t�e ubiquity values for Quercus, Yucca, Kalle­
stroemia, and Pl�nta9. i n  the Fe�ture 8 records exceed those of t�e general popu­
lation of Los Hornos samples. 
The character of independent temporal controls for t�h population Of samples 
precludes judgement on the question of w�ether or not the pollen record varia­
billty observed h time dependerlt, however. It i s  temptlrlg to argue t�at absolute 
temporal distinctions account for the poTTen rain variation, and thus the two 
hearth records from Feature 170 reference a time horizon relatively late In the 
tranSition period, the floor sample from Feature 170 and the upper heart� sampl e 
from Feature 8 reference a middle temporal �orizon of the tr�nsitlon period, and 
the bas�l heart� sample �nd prepared surface sampl e from Fe�ture 8 reference an 
older temporal horizon of the period. The relative stratlgraohic relationship 
of the samples from the hearths and those from t�e floors of t�ese features , 
however, Is not really knOWrl . It I s  reasonabl e to suggest t�at the pollen of 
floor deposits I s  relatively older than that of basal heart� deposits but t�1s 
cannot be demonstrated independently. These data, then do not meet the necessary 
requirements of pollen chronology construction. 
8all courts of the style recovered at Los Hornos are dated to t�e Sacaton 




Phase at other sites. The few pieces of pottery found directly assocjated with 
�I ... ' '.j. 41..� 
the ball court flea"s at Los Hornes, however, were not temporally diagnostfc . 
• 
The only other feature sampled for pollen was Feature 191. The stratfgraph1c 
relationships of this pithouse to pithouse features 89 and 190 are complex but 
neither their analysis nor the results of ceramic study achieve a phase temporal 
diagnosis for the sampled deposits. All that can be presently inferred is  that 
these pollen records are older than any others of unmixed strata from los Hornes, 
and date to the Colonial Period. 
Clearly the independent temporal control available for the pollen records 
ot' the trash pit f111 deposits and the samples from features Is  inadequate to 
sat1sfy the requirements of pollen chronology construction. Had It been possible 
to delay selection of the pollen samples to be analyzed until the ceramic studies 





The los Horoos study represents the most extensive, 1ntensive and syst�atic 
p�lynologlcal effort yet undertaken in Hohokam archaeology, Certainly, Los Hornos 
1 s  the slngle most extensively sampled site (446 samples) and the slngle s1te 
yielding the largest n�ber of samples submi tted for pollen extraction (lOS) . 
A respectabl e proportion of Los Koroos pollen samples have produced analyzable 
datil (72.2�). for comparison wlth a comparatively well examined modern (9 stu­
dies) and foss11 (18 studies) pollen record . The decision-making process Which 
justified the procedures used in collecting. selecting and analyzing the samples 
was expl icit and closely related to a specified research strategy l 1 nked to the 
demands of both professional standards and Federal law and regul�tlon. 
Yet the Los Homos pollen study yielded more archaeolo�lcal disappoi ntments 
than results. The two problem areas that were given highest research priorHy 
were not resolved at al l .  The two conclusions which were most effectively demon­
strated by the study are (a) trash-filled pits at Los HarMS are l 1 kely to have 
served latrine functions, and (b) pollen record variations can sometimes be 
interpreted as Indices of the differenti al u�e of associated architectural 
features. The fomer I s  hardly earthshaking news. The latter has been demon­
strated previously a number of tir:-.es . Clearly, the value of the Los Hornos 
pollen study does not l i e  In what i t  has provided by way of discoveries about 
the times and cul ture of Hohokam populations. 
But that I s  not to say that the Los Hornos pollen study has falled to yield 
Information of importance to prehistory. Though i t  was designed to produce Infor­
mation Important to our comprehension of the Hohokam, and did not, I t  did produce 
Infomatfon of methodological si gnificance i n  archaeolo�y. Interestingly, H i s  
assessment o f  the study ' s  failures that have had positive results. If the work 
had been more successful I n  its original intentions, its methodol ogical lessons 
W\luld probably have been ignored. 
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What. precisely, are those lessons? Fi rst, and most important, 1s the lesson 
learned from the fail ure of the data to pro�e i nfonnatlon about temporally ordered 
ecological or climatic changes: 
1 .  Archaeological context deposits Cdn produce the kinds of pillynoTogical 
records open to biostratigraphic analysis and chronology construction. But 
they may not do so i n  particular cases because 
(a) logistical constraints or the character of the site precludes 
recovery of adequilte independent temporal contro l s ;  
(b) antici pated correlations between data sets do not materialize (the 
Los Hornos case); 
(c) the localized effects of human behavior on pollen records drown, 
mimic or modify the palynological responses o f  district vegetdtion to regional 
ecological or climatic changes; 
(d) the fOT1l1i1t of <lnalysis i s  ineffective; or 
(e) no ad<lptive vegetation change occurred during the time period for 
which samples are available. It should be noted that no one of these reasons 
i s  i nherently more probable than any other . Expl aining the failure of a suite 
of pollen records to produce a chronology, then, Is not a matter of <lsserting th<lt 
one of the options I s  plausable. The alternati ves should also be explained away . 
Perhaps of equal significance i s  the l esson which can be learned through 
evaluation o f  the relationship between the 'pollen record and the functi onal ly 
distinctive features of los Hornes: 
2. Anthropological expertise, particularly knowledge of the ethnobotanic 
activities of human populations, i s  a poor basis for generating expectations 
about the character of behaviorally�infl uenced pollen rains. It Is u nl i kely 
that the numbers and types of pollen preserved at a locus w i l l  depend I n  a direct 
way an the human behavior undertaken specifically at that locatio n .  A pattern of 




of behavior affecting regional ecosystem relationships. �y be dlscernabJ e paly­
oo1091ca11y. The judicious practice i s  to identify anomalies fn the records of 
particular �inds of archaeological context records on palynological grounds. not 
to seek their existence on anthropological grounds. Once Identified. however. 
anthropological argument Is quite powerful I n  providing an explanation of the 
anomaly phrased as a reconstruction of man-plant i nteraction . 
Taken together. these lessons justify recognition of a more encompassing 
methodol ogical principle of some import in archaeology. It Is neither new nOf 
surprising. but i t  is a principle which has been mre recognizable i n  areas 
I<Ihere archalMllogfcal concern overlaps the i nterests of other disciplirles, such 
as chronometric dating. Concisely stated, we are thus advised that simple and 
stralght--foreward application of diverse scientific techniques and methods to � 
archaeological problem areas may be good science but poor archaeology. That I s ,  
i t  may produce meaningfully interpretable data of the sorts those techniques and 
methods are designed to provide, without generating bodies of information that 
signifi cantly address archaeologi cal research problems or allow us to discover 
characteristics of the prehistoric human condition. We have been rather prone to 
assume that any of the variety of forms of scientific data we can recover from 
archaeological s i te contexts will prove of archaeological value, if an arch-
aeological research design has been employed I n  the recovery and analysis process. 
At Los Hornos , that assumption proved unfounded. 
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